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quicksave –
inventions that
save lifes

The swedish company quicksave aB is a de-
veloper and manufacturer of innovative rescue 
equipment in association with professional res-
cue departments. quicksave’s line of products 
are made by professionals for professionals for 
safer and more effective rescue operations in 
water. 

The company was started by Åsa Magnusson 
who has won multiple awards for her inventions 
such as ’The European Female Inventor of the 
Year’ and Bronze Price in ’Seoul International Invention Fair’.

Quicksave stands for quality, and all our products are entirely manufactured 
in Sweden and fullfills all the tough demands required from rescue equip-
ment, both in Sweden, but by internationally standards as well.

Åsa Magnusson, 
Quicksave AB



unique equipment for  
safer rescues

all producTs
are made in 

sweden

it works as a normal rescue 
buoy on the surface, but 
this one can be brought 
down below the water sur-

face. it’s easy to swim with and takes up 
little space.

AndErS HögoSTA, dIvEr, 
rEScuE SErvIcES, dAlAMITT

quicksave –
inventions that
save lifes

Åsa Magnusson, 
Quicksave AB





quicksave 
pro10 guardian
A professional solution developed for 
rescue departments, boat operators and 
everyone working with safety in or around 
oceans, lakes or swift water. Pro10 is 
small and lightweight but has the same 
buoyancy as a rescue buoy. It can be used 
to secure the victim on the surface as a re-
gular rescue buoy, but can also be brought 
down below the surface down to 10 meters 

of depth and lifts the victim to the surface 
facing upwards. Pro10 is easily reloaded 
after deployment and is ready to use in a 
few minutes. Thanks to its small size mul-
tiple units can be carried in the same belt, 
which allows for surface securing multiple 
victims. The Pro10 can be equipped with a 
line making it not only a rescue device, but 
also a surface marker buoy.  

Made of strong and durable 380 μ
nylon with anodized aluminium 
handles PRO10 is both lightweight 
and extremely durable. It has a 
lifting capacity of 60 newton and 
is easily inflated by pulling the 
handles when they are connected. 

pro10 guardian





quicksave 
pro 20 diver
Pro20 dIvEr has twice the bouyancy 
compared to Pro10 and is especially de-
signed for demanding rescue operations in 
water where the lifting capacity is the most 
important factor. Pro20 can just as Pro10 
be used to secure the victim on the surface 
as a regular rescue buoy, but can also be 
brought down below the surface down to 
20 meters of depth. When deployed it lifts 

the victim to the surface facing upwards. 
Pro20 is easily reloaded after deployment 
and is ready to be used again in a few 
minutes. Thanks to its small size multiple 
units can be carried in the same belt, 
which allows for surface securing multiple 
victims or for lifting items that has sunken 
and needs to be recovered. 

Made of strong and durable 380 
μ nylon with anodized alumi-
nium handles PRO20 is both 
lightweight and extremely dura-
ble. It has a lifting capacity of 120 
newton and is equipped with a 
safety pressure valve ensuring a 
controlled ascent to the surface.

pro20 diver



accessories 
pro 10 guardian & pro 20 diver

lAMP hOlsteR
can be attached to all 
QS belts

PAdded wAIste Belt
With 5 d-rings and two 
velcro straps on the back

Qs tef-Gel
water resistant lubrica-
tor for all QS products

CO2 CylIndeR-PACk 
availible in packs of 5 or 
10 cylinders

thROwInG lIne
15, 50 or 100 meter throwing 
line made of durable materi-
alsmaterials

Chest hOlsteR
carried on the chest for 
quick access

seCuRIty PIn
visual indicator showing when 
the unit is ready to use

leG hOlsteR
carried around the thigh 
and can be attached to 
the belt

wAIste hOlsteR
small and discreet 
holster carried around 
the waiste
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suRfACe MARkeR BuOy
accessory which makes it possible to
use Pro 10 as a surface marker buoy


